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Chapter I

Scalar Chiral Order

1 Introduction

It is a very interesting problem to study chiral orders in the two-dimensional frus-
trated quantum spin systems, especially for the understanding of high-Tc superconductors[I].
Recently a new chiral order, namely scalar chiral order, was proposed by Wen,
Wilckzek and Zee.[2,3]' The scalar chiral order which is defined by Si . (Sj x Sic) .
breaks the parity (P) and the time reversal (T) symmetry.

We have studied the scalar chiral order in the two-dimensional spin 1/2 Heisen
berg model by using the super-effective-field theory, which was proposed by Suzuki[4].
The super-effective-field theory, being a generalization of the mean field approxima
tion, is very useful to study exotic phase transitions in strongly correlated systems.
It has been already applied to vector chiral orders[4,S] and spin glasses[4,6]. To
gether with the coherent-anomaly method (CAM)[7,8], it reveals the non-classical
critical behavior of such exotic phase transitions. In the present paper, we apply
SEFT to scalar chiral orders in the quantum Heisenberg model to investigate the
possibility of chiral phase transitions.

2 Scalar Chiral Order

2.1- Review

Recently Wen, Wilckzek and Zee(W. W. Z.)[2] pointed out the possibility of a
new kind of symmetry breakdown in the two-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisen
berg model. It is the emergence of the non-zero expectation value of the scalar chiral
order Xi,j,lc = Si . (Sj x Sic) , which implies the parity(P) and the time reversal(T)
symmetry breaking. W. W. Z. considered the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model
on the two-dimensional squareJattice with next nearest neighbor interactidns, and
they suggested, by using the fermionic mean field theory, that "the chiral spin liquid
state" characterized by (Xi,j,k) :F 0 is a possible ground state.

Baskaran[9] studied the scalar chiral order for the triangular lattice case. He
introduces the pseudo scalar variables mijlc by using the functional integral method,
and expands the free energy in powers of m. Based on the symmetry of the free
energy as a function of m, Baskaran suggests that the symmetry breakdown does
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not occur if the next nearest neighbor interactions are absent, but that if the next
nearest neighbor interactions are present there may be an Ising like phase transition.

There are also numerical calculations in small lattices about the scalar chiral
order. Imada[10] calculated the expectation value of the square of the scalar chiral
order at the ground state of the Heisenberg model, and suggested that the correlation
is too small for the existence of the chiral order. Dagotto and Moreo[11] calculated
the expectation values of several order parameters, including the scalar chiral order,
at the ground state of the two-dimensional Heisenberg model with next nearest
neighbor intera<,:tions. They measure also the square of the scalar chiral order, but
there is no indication of its existence.

2.2' Properties of the scalar chiral order

Let us consider "the expectation value of the scalar chiral order defined by

(2.1)

where t u = «(J'%, aY , (J'z) denote the Pauli matrices[2]. We rewrite Eiilc in the fermionic
representation. We then have the following relations(Appendix A).

where

z
- 2E123

Z
- 4(E123 + E 134 + E124 -E234 )

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.7)

Plijlc - (Xij XjlcXlci) (2.4)
Plijlcl - (XijXjIcXkIXli) (2.5)

and Xii - LC!ITCjIT (2.6)
IT

Here C!c,.(CiIT) is a creation(annihilation) operator of an electron with spin a on site
i, and the brackets denote the thermal average. In deriving eq.(2.2) and eq.(2.3),
we have used the following relations:

!S+ - 1a+ - ct Ci - 2' i - i, it

S - 1 - t
i = 2'(J'i = CitCi,

Sf = !af =!(eI,ci' - cItCit)·

It is to be noted that eq.(2.2) is satisfied as an operator identity, but eq.(2.3) is
satisfied under the constraint LeT nieT = 1 i. e. , the half-filled condition..

The quantity Xii is an operator which transports an electron on site j to sitei.
Thus' Pl123 is the expectation value for the electron hopping around the 100p(123) in
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Fig. 1.1: Closed loop(123).

the direction 1 -+ 3 -+ 2 -+ 1. Therefore eq.(2.2} means that the expectation value
of the scalar chiral order (E123 ) is the difference between the expectation values for
the hopping around the closed 100p(123) in opposite directions(Fig.1.1).

The existence of the expectation value of the scalar chiral order (EI23 ) can be
regarded as the fact that there is a flux through the 100p(123). The relation between
Eijk and the Berry phase is also discussed by W. W. Z. [2].

The following remarkable properties of the scalar chiral order X 123 was pointed

out[2](Appendix B):

X 2 1 (5 + S + S )2 + 15 and
123 = - 16 1 2 3 64'

[X I23 , 5] = 0 ,where S = 51 + 52 + 53.

(2.8)

(2.9)

Because of eq.(2.9), both the chiral order X 123 and the total" spin S can be diago
nalized simultaneously. It is easily seen from eq.(2.8) that the total spin S = 3/2
states are the eigenstates of X 123 with eigenvalue O. Let us consider the total spin

S = 1/2 states. There are two different spin 1/2 states denoted by IS = 1/2, Sz)+
and IS = 1/2, Sz)-[2]. The + states IS = 1/2, Sz = ±1/2)+ are explicitly given as
follows,

Is = 1/2, Sz = 1/2}+

IS = 1/2, Sz = -1/2}+

(2.10)

(2.11)

where w denotes the <;ube root of unity so that 1 + w + w2 = O. The - states
IS = 1/2, Sz = ±1/2)- are obtained from (2.10) and (2.11) by replacing w by w2

•

We see that IS = 1/2, Sz)+ is an eigenstate of X 123 with the eigenvalue --/3/4, and
IS = 1/2, Sz}- is an eigenstate with the eigenvalue .../3/4.
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We can construct two spin singlet states corresponding to the above two spin
1/2 states by adding the forth spin. It is easily shown that the total spin singlet

states are given by

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

for J > 0 , the ground state is a spin singlet state IS = 0)° for a = ±1. Therefore, in
this 4-spin system, the ground states have the Ising-like ± degeneracy with respect to

the eigenvalues of X 123 • It should be noted that the Hamiltonian (2.14) is equivalent
to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with the next nearest neighbor interaction; the
strength of which is equal to that of the nearest neighbor ones(Fig.1.2). In section
3, we will see that this degeneracy of ground states in a four-spin system occurs only

in the case where the strength of n.n.n. and n.n. interactions are equal. In other
cases the ground state is unique and symmetric even if the n.n.n. interactions are
present.

. 3 Super-Effective-Field Theory (SEFT) of the Scalar Chi
raJ Order

3.1 General Formalism

The Hamiltonian we consider here is the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamilto
nian with next nearest neighbor interactions:

(3.1)
n.n. n.n.n.
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where J(> 0) and J'{> 0) are the nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor
couplings, respectively. The next nearest neighbor coupling (J' > 0) introduces
frustrations in this system.

In order to construct the mean-field-type approximation, we consider the cluster
(n) shown in Fig.1.3. The elementary domain Dj is a triangular or square plaquette
in which the scalar chiral order parameter Qj is defined. The domain Do is the one
which lies in the center of the cluster n and the other domains D 1, D2 , ••• , D z E 8n
are the boundaries of the cluster.

Fig. 1.3: The cluster n.

Then following Suzuki[4] we consider the following effective Hamiltonian:

?tell = 1in - L: AleQIe
leeoo

(3.2)

where 1in is the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (3.1) in the cluster !1, Ale is a super
effective-field conjugate to the chira! order parameter QIe and QIe is the chiralorder
parameter defined in the plaquette Die. The second terms introduced in the eq.(3.2)
are the effective interaction which represent the most relevant effect of the outside
of the cluster which induces the chiral order.

We put the following self-consistency condition[4]

(Qo) . (Q,) for all lEan (3.3)

to determine the super-efFective-fields {Ak }, where the brackets denote the thermal
average for 1iel I:

(A) = TrA exp( -(31iel I )/Tr exp(-(31lell ). (3.4)

When T > Te , eq.(3.3) has only trivial solutions {Ale = OJ, whereas for T < Te )

it has non-trivial solutions {A/c}. The emergence of non-zero solutions {A/c} means
the breakdown of symmetry of the original Hamiltonian 1l and the corresponding
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(3.5)

(QO)A is no longer equal to zero. We assume that the phase transition is of second
order and therefore {Ak } are small near T = Tc • Expanding eq.(3.3) with respect
to Ak, we obtain[4]

L: {{Qo; Qk)n - (Q,; Qk)n}'\k = 0
keon

for I 1,2,... ,z, where '\k =f3A k , and {A; B)n denotes Kubo's canonical correlation:

(A; B}n

B(z)

1 fP
- f3 Jo (AB( ili'\»nd,\

- exp{iz1ln}B exp{ -iz1ln).

(3.6)

(3.7)

Here (...}n denotes the thermal average for the cluster Hamiltonian1tn. We have
used the fact that {Qj}n = 0 because of the symmetry of 1tn.

The critical point Tc in this approximation is determined from the zero of the
determinant of eq.(3.5}. If the relevant cluster is isotropic, eq.(3.5) to determine Tc

isreduced[4] to

f(Tc } = 0 ; f(T) = L {Qo; Qk)n - (Q,; Qk)n
keon

(3.8)

because of the symmetry of the cluster.
We see also that the corresponding susceptibility XQ diverges at T = Tc • We

consider[4] the Hamiltonian

1t=1in- L AkQk-HL:Qj,
keon jen

(3.9)

where H is a uniform field conjugate to the chiral order Q. The susceptibility XQ is
given[4] by

where
8Ak

Xk = 8H '
H=O

and the self-consistency condition at T > Tc becomes[4]

L: «Qo; Qk)~ - (Q,; Qk}n)Xk = L«Q,; Qj)n - (Qo; Qj)n)
keon jen

- 235-
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up to the first order of H and A. If we write the eq.(3.12) as FlIcXk = h, where

Fij - (Qo; Qj}o - (Qi; Qj)n

hi L (Qi; Qk}n·- (Qo; Qk)O
kEn
i, jEan , k E 0,

the susceptibility XQ is expressed[4] as

XQ = ,B(~(Qo; Qj}o + ~ Fk11h,(Qo; Qk}O).
.jEn k,'E80

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

Thus the susceptibility XQ diverges at det(Fij) = o.
We can easily construct the systematic series of approximations by enlarging the

duster n. By applYing the CAM analysis[7,8] to the series <;>f approximations, we
can obtain inform'ation about the true critical temperatures T; and the relevant
exponents.

3.2 Bethe-like approximation

Fig. 1.4: The duster of the Bethe ap
proximation.

(3.17)

The cluster we consider is shown in the Fig.lA. In this. case, the equation to
determine Tc is given by eq.(3.8) and the susceptibility XQ is explicitly given[4] by

XQ = ,B(~(Qo; Qj)o + ~ LjEO(Q,; Qj}o - (Qo; Qj) (Qo; Q,)n)
jEn 'Ean LkE8n(Qo; Qk}n - (Q,; Qk}O .

Now if we make a further approximation[4] , namely the "Kirkwood" approximation

for i #= j E 00 and

(Qo; Qo}n ~ (Q,; Q,)o, for LEan,

-,- 236 -
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then we obtain[4] the following expression of the susceptibility XQ:

(3.20)

where I E ·an. Therefore the equation to determine Te is reduced[4] to

(3.21)

Here z denotes the number of nearest neighbors. The quantity :Fe(T) is a normalized
canonical correlation function. Physically it describes the tendency to order or
cooperate. At high temperatures, the correlation (Qo; Q,}n is considered to be small
compared with the auto-correlation (Qo; Qo}n, namely:Fe < 1. As the temperature
decreases, the correlation (Qo; Q,)n increases and at the critical temperature Te , the
function :Fe passes' through :Fe = 1.

Next let us consider the limit T -+ o. In this limit we find that the canoni
cal correlations (Qi;Qj}n goes to zero for finite quantum systems. The canonical
correlations at T = .a are given by[4]

(3.22)

where <1>k denotes the k-th ground state and Ng denotes the degeneracy of the
ground states. In the case of finite quantum systems, the grou.nd state is usually
non-degenerate and symmetric. Therefore if the operators A and B violate the
symmetry of the original Hamiltonian, we have[4]

lim{Aj B}n = (A)g(B)g = 0
T-O

(3.23)

where (...}g denotes the expectation value for the ground state. The normalized
correlation functions have finite values at T = 0, because the numerator and the
denominator go to zero in the same order as T -+ o.

Thus :Fc(T) is an almost monotonically decreasing function of T , and the above
physical interpretation of :Fe(T) is justified. We can study a possibility of the phase
transition by investigating the T-dependence of :Fe(T).

We can also consider the direct correlation (AB) instead of the canonical cor
relation (A; B). It is based on the decoupled density-matrix· formalism[4]. In this
case, the equation to determine Tc becomes

!(Te)d = 0 ; !(T)d = L {QoQk)n - {Q,Qk)n,
kean

- 237-
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and if we make the "Kirkwood" approximation we get[4]

(3.25)

The threshold is also given by:Fd = 1. In most cases, :Fd is larger than :Fe. At high
temperatures direct correlations coincide with canonical correlations, however at
T --? 0 they are different because the direct -correlation remains finite if the product
of two operators does not violate the symmetry of the original Hamiltonian.

Anyway, in the SEFT formulation, we can study a possibility of phase transitions
from the behavior of the normalized correlation function :Fe(T) or :Fd(T) evaluated
in finite clusters.

4 Numerical Calculations

4.1 4-Spin Cluster Approxhnation

First we consider the 4-spin cluster shown in the Fig. 1.8.(a) to determine how
to choose the order parameter Q defined on the square plaquette. The Hamiltonian
is given by

where J > 0 and JI > o. The important parameter is the ratio of the nearest
neighbor interaction J and the next nearest neighbor interaction JI. Thus we take
J = 1 and t =J' / J through out this section. Then 'lin is written as

We calculated the correlations of the chiral operators {Xijk } in the plaquette.
We obtain

(X123 ; X234 )n < 0

(X123 ; X341}n > 0

(4.3)

(4.4)

for any T. The above inequalities hold even in the case of direct correlations as is
shown in AppendL~ C. We choose the order parameter Q1234 on the plaquette( 1234)
as

(4.5)

Here Q1234 is different from the difference (Pl1234 - Pl1432 ), because the sign of X 412

is negative. The physical meaning of Q1234 in the fermionic representation is not
clear, but to avoid the cancellation of X's in the plaquette we adopt this order
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l' t/2 + 1 I iiii)
2 t/2 + 1 1/2{ll} + 12} + 13}+ 14}}
3 -t/2 1/2{11) + i12) + i213} + i3 14)}
4 t/2 - 1 1/2{Jl} + i212) + J3} + i214}}
5 -t/2 1/2{ll) + i312) + i213) + i14)}
6 t/2 - 2 1/V3{ 1/2(112) + 123) + 134) + 141)] - (113) + 124}]}
7 t/2 + 1 1/v'6{1I2) + J23} + 134) + 141) + 124) + 1I3}}
8 -t/2 1/2{112} + i123) + i2134} + i3 141)}
9 -3t/2 1/2{112) + i2123) + 134) + i2141)}
10 -t/2 I/2{ II2} + i3 123} + i2134) + i14I)}
11 t/2 -1 1/2{1I3) -124}
12 t/2 + 1 1/2{11)' + 12)' + 13)' + 14}'}
13 -t/2 I/2{11)' + i12)' + i213}' + i3 14}'}
14 t/2 - 1 1/2{II)' + i 212)' + 13)' + i214)'}
15 -t/2 1/2{11}' + i 3 12)' + i213}' + iI4)'}
16 t/2 + 1 11111)

OJ Eigenvalues of 11.0. IEigenstates of 11.0.

Table 1.1: Here i 2 = -1 , the numbers in the kets I·· ·)denote the sites of down spins
and the numbers in the kets I·· .)' denote the sites of up spins, e. g. ,14)' = 1123).

parameter Q1234. In the case of the Hubbard model or t-J model, we have to choose
Ph234 - Ph432 as an order parameter, for its physical meaning is clear.

We can explicitly write down the eigenstates and the eigenvalues of the Harniltonian(4.2}
as in the table 1.1. In the following we denote the state 1 ii!!) by 134) ; the
numbers in the ketsl···} denote the sites of down spins. The ground state is
(1/y'3){1/2[112) + 123} + 134) + 141)] - (113) + 124)]} ,with the ground state energy
t /2 - 2 for 1 > t > O. This ground state is a total spin S = 0 state and symmetric.
Therefore the expectation value of X 123 for this ground state vanishes;

(Ground StatelX123 lGround. State) = O. (4.6)

From the table 1.1, we see that when t = 1 another total spin S.= 0 state (1/2){112)
123) +134) - 141)} is also the ground state. Thus at t = 1 the ground states are
degenerate. They are written as the linear combinations of two spin singlet states
IS = 0)+ and IS = O}-, which are defined previously. We can easily find that

11·
y"3{ 2"[/12) + 123} + 134) + 141)] - [/13) + 124)]} -

4{112) -123) + 134) -141)} -

IA) + V3iIB}

~

IA) - -IB)y'3.

(4.7)

(4.8)
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where

IA) -

-

IB} -

-

and

~(IS = 0)+ + IS = On
~(I34) + 112) - ~[I24) + 114) + 123) + 113)]}

~{IS = 0>+ -IS= on
~{[124) + 113)] - (114) + 123)]}
2

(4.9)

(4.10)

Is = O}+ - 134) + 112} + w124) + w113) + w2114) + w2123)

Is = O)~ - 134) + 112) + w2124) + w2113) +w\14) + wI23).

(4.11)

(4.12)

Here w denotes the cube root of unity. Therefore the ground state for t =1= 1 is the
superposition of the states IS = 0)+ and IS = 0)-, which are eigenstates of X 123 ,
with equal weight. Only at t = 1 another state, which is also the superposition of
IS = 0)+ and IS = 0)-, has the same energy. Thus each of the eigenstates of X 123
can be the ground states at t = 1.

Now let us consider the behavior of normalized correlation func tions.

a) Direct correlations

We define the normalized direct correlation functions :F~ and :F~ as fol
lows

:F~(T) - (X123X234)n/{Xr23)n

and :F~(T) - {X123X341)n/{Xr23)n.

(4.13)

(4.14)

Note that 1.r~1 and 1.r~1 are monotonically decreasing functions of T and
that

.r~(0) = -1

:F~(O) = 1

:F~(oo) = 0

.r~(oo) = o. (4.15)

The exact expressions of the direct correlations are given in Appendix
C. In the case of the vector chiral order, the correlation at the high tem
perature limit remains non-vanishing, if the two chiral operators share
the same bond, but in the case of the scalar chiral order the correlation
goes to zero even if the two chira! operators share the same bond.

b ) Canonical correlations
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In the same way, the normalized canonical correlations :F~ and :F; are
defined as follows:

:F~(T) .. = (X123 ; X234}O/(X123; X123}O

and :F~(T) = (X123; X341}O/(X123; X 123}O.

(4.16)

(4.17)

The behavior of the normalized canonical correlations is almost the same
as that of the direc t correlations as follows:

:F~(O) = -1

:F~(O) = 1

:F~(oo) = 0

:F~(oo) = O. (4.18)

However, bare canonical correlations behave quite differently near T = O.
For 0 < t < 1; we have

(4.19)

but for t = 1, the canonical correlation (X; X}o goes to a non-zero value
at T = 0, because X commutes with the Hamiltonian (4.2) and the
ground states are degenerate. In fact, we have

(4.20)

The behavior of the canonical correlations at t= 1 and t = 1/2 are shown
in the Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6. It is quite interesting that the normalized
canonical correlation shows almost the same behavior at t = 1 and t =
1/2, though the bare canonical correlation behaves differently near T =
O.

4.2 6-Spin Cluster Approximation

Next we consider the cluster ofsL"{ spins shown in the Fig. 1.8.(b). We calculate
the correlations between the chiral orders {Qijkl} defined on the square plaque
tte(ijkl). The Hamiltonian is

'Ho = (51' 52 + 52 . 53 + 53 . 54 + 51 . 54 + 54 . 55 + 55 .56 + 56 .53)

+t(51 .53 + 5 2 .54 + 5 4 .56 + 5 3 .55 ), (4.21)
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Fig. 1.5: Temperature-dependence
of canonical correlations of 4-Spin
System at)'/) = 1/2. Curve
A denotes (X I23 ; X234}rb Curve B
denotes (X123; X123}n and Curve
C denotes J~(T) - (X123 ; X234}n
/(X I23 ; X 123)n.2T1

c

0.2 r::::::=~============i
-0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

. -0.8
-1.0
-1.2-r---r--,-----r-----I

o

Fig. 1.6: Temperature-dependence
of canonical correlations of 4-Spin
System at )'/ ) = 1. Curve
A denotes (X123 ; X234}n, Curve B
denotes (X I23 ; X123)n and Curve
C denotes J~(T) = (X123 ; X234}n
/(X123 ; X 123}n.2T

0.2
0.0 B

-0.2 A
-0.4
-0.6 C
-0.8
-1.0
-1.2

0 1

a) Direct correlations

The normalized correlation function is given as

(4.22)

where z is the number of nearest neighbors and in the present case z = 4.
The behaviors of Jd(T) at t = 0.1,0.5,0.9 are shown in' the Fig. 1.7. In
each case we obtain Jd < 1 and consequently there is no critical point
Te• Furthermore the tendency to ordering is suppressed by enlarging the
parameter t ; by the introduction of frustrations.

b) Canonical correlations

In the case of the canonical correlation :

(4.23)
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F

Fig. 1.8: Clusters we con
sider.

Fig. 1.7: :Fd(T) of 6-Spin Cluster for
)'/) = 0.1,0.5,0.9.

(c)

2.0
0
0.0

k.T

2 1

1~4

2 3
6

(a) (b)

the result is shown in the Figs.1.9-1.12. The quantity:Fe is much smaller
than :Fd• Thus there is no critical point Te• The t-dependence of the
tendency to ordering is the s~me as that of the direct correlations. In
the present case, the order parameter Q does not commute with 1lo. for
any t, so that the bare canonical correlations go to zero as T --+ O.

4.3 12-Spin Cluster Approximation

We consider the 12-spin cluster shown in the Fig.l.8.(c). The Hamiltonian is

(4.24)
R.R. R.R.R.

a) Direct correlations

The T-dependence of the normalized correlation function defined by

(4.25)
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J'/J=0.1
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0.8

0.6
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A0 1 T

1'/1=0.5

2

Fig. 1.9: Temperature-dependence
of canonical correlations of 6-Spin
Cluster at J'IJ = 0.1. Curve A

denotes (QI234-; Q436S)O, Curve B de
notes (QI234; Q1234)n and Curve C
denotes :Fc(T) = 3 . {Q1234; Q436s}n

I(Q1234; Q1234)O.

Fig. 1.10: Temperature-dependence
of canonical correlations of 6-Spin
Cluster at J'IJ = 0.5. Curve A

denotes (Q1234; Q436S)O, Curve B de
notes (Q1234; Q1234)O and Curve C
denotes :Fc(T) = 3 . (Q1234; Q436S)O

2 I(Q1234; Q1234)O.T1

c
A

1.2.....-----------.....,

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

--r=;;~=--....---..---t0.0
o

is shown in the Fig. 1.13 and Fig. 1.14. The behavior is ·almost the same
as that of the 6-spin cluster and we have :Fd(T) < 1 for any T. We also
investigate the T-dependence of !(T)d without making the "Kirkwood"
approximation. Our result is shown in the Fig. 1.15. The T-dependence
of j(T)d is interpreted as follows. By definition, we have

!(T)d - L {Qo; Qk)O - (Q,; Qk)O
kean

- 4(Ql,2,3,4Q4,3,6,s)n - 2(Qu,1,4,12Q4,3,6,s}n

-(Qlo,9,2,lQ4,3,6,s}n - (Q4,3,6,sQ4,3,6,S)O

(4.26)

(4.27)

and Tc is determined from the condition that f(Tc)d = O. The right
hand side of eq.(4.26) involves the auto-correlation -{Q,; Q/)n. Thus at
high temperatures !d is negative. As the temperature decreases, other
correlations increase, and consequently the critical point Tc is obtained as
the point where the boundary to boundary correlations are equal to the
center to boundary correlations. However, our result shows that f(T)d <
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J'/J=0.9
2 -.--------------,

Fig. 1.11: Tem'perature-dependence
of canonical correlations of 6-Spin
Cluster at JI/ J = 0.9. Curve
A denotes {Q1234; Q436S)Sl . 102,
Curve B denotes (Q1234; Q1234)n and
Curve C denotes :Fc(T) . 102 =

2 3· (Q1234; Q436S)Sl/(Q1234;Q1234)n) .
102 •

T

B

1

1

o~-..::;::====:;=-==:II...-.....,J

o

:Fc(T) of 6
at JI/J -

Fig. 1.12:
Spin Cluster
0.1,0.5,0.9.2T1

0.0 p~...--.:;::::::::;=::::::=~

o

pu: 0.1

0.2 ,.----------

o for any T as in the Fig. 1.15. Thus, we arrive finally at the conclusion
that there exists no Tc even in the 12-spin cluster approximation.

5 Discussion

We have calculated the normalized correlations of the scalar chiral orders in the
small lattices. In the 6-spin cluster and 12-spin cluster approximations we have
obtained no critical temperature Te . The correlations between the scalar chiral
orders are too small and the tendency to order is suppressed by the introduction
of frustrations. Thus from our calculations we get no indication of the existence of
the scalar chiral order in the two-dimensional spin 1/2 Heisenberg model with n.n.n.
interactions. However, our clusters used here are small and calculations for larger
clusters are needed to get more reliable results.

Classically this model has two phases. When 0 < t < 1/2 the ground state is the
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Fig. 1.13: :Fd(T) of 6-Spin Cluster and
12-Spin Cluster at J' / J == 0.1.

1.-----------_

Fig. 1.14: :Fd(T) of 6-Spin Cluster and
12-Spin Cluster at· J'/J = 0.5.2.0

k~T

o-l----,.----:.~::::~~=d
0.0
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f(T)

0.0 t---------------I

Fig. 1.15: fd(T) of 12-Spin Cluster at

J'/J = 0.5.2.00.0

-1.0 t---\---~---------I
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Neel state. But when t > 1/2 the ground state decouples into the two Neel sublat
tices with an energy independent of the angle between the corresponding staggered
magnetizations. Thus the ground states for t > 1/2 are highly degenerate. Therefore
we expect that the drastic change of the property of the ground state at t = 1/2 also
occurs in quantum systems. In our calculations, however, there occurs no expected
change at t = 1/2. This seems to be caused owing to the smallness of our clusters.
In the clusters we consider here, the number of the nearest neighbor interactions is
larger than that of the next nearest neighbor ones because of the boundary effect,
so that the influence of the n.n.n. interactions is suppressed. In a system of 20
spins, the change of the ground state property at t ~ 0.6 has been reported[ll].
The property of the ground state is important but at finite temperatures the orders
in 'the ground state are often destroyed by thermal fluctuations especially in two
dimensional systems..

Thus ,to know what really happens in quantum spin systems in the thermody
namic limit, we have to investigate larger systems not only at T = 0 but also at
finite temperatures.

Chapter II

Vector Chiral Order

1 Introduction

It is proved using Bogoliubov's inequality that no vector chiral order appears
at finite temperatures in the twcrdimensional antiferromagnetic Heis~nberg model
with short-range interaction.

In this chapter, we discuss the vector chiral order defined by Qi,j,1c ex (Si x Sj +
Sj X Sic + Sic x Si) at the three lattice points i, jand k, while the scalar crural order
is defined by Xi,j,1c = Sa • (Sj x Sic).

Since Villain[12] pointed out twcrfold degeneracy in fully frustrated spin systems,
there have been reported many numerical calculations and approximate theories[12
20,4,5] about the vector chiral order in frustrated spin systems. Especially in quan
tum spin systems, Fujiki and Betts[17,18] and Nishimori and Nakanishi[19] have
investigated the ground state of the antiferromagneticX~Y model and Heisen
berg model on the triangular lattice by exact diagonalization. Matsubara and
Inawashiro[20] studied the antiferromagnetic X-V model on the triangular lattice at
finite temperatures by using a Monte Carlo method.

Their calculations suggest that there is no vector chiral order in the Heisenberg
model.
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2 Absence of the Vector Chiral Order in the Two-Dimensional
Heisenberg Model

We consider here the two-dimensional square lattice and triangular lattice. For
quantum spin systems, the normalized chirality operator

. 2V3
Qi,j,k = -3-(8i X 8 j + Sj X Sk + Sk x Si) (2.1)

is defined[17,18] in each plaquette on the triangular lattice, following definitions for
classical spins[12-16]. We consider the z-component of this operator and define a
chira! order parameter for each lat tice as follows.
i)For the square lattice, the total chiral order Q,q is defined by

Qsq =L ciQ:
•

(2.2)

where Ci is a modular factor and Qi is the z-component of the chirality operator
defined on the plaquette shown in the Fig.2.1. It is explicitly given by

~ . z
Qi - T(Qi,i+u,i+u+v + Qi+u,i+u+v,i+v + Qi+u+v,i+v,i + Qi+v,i,i+u)

- (Si x Si+u + Si+u X Si+u+v + Si+u+v x Si+v + Si+v x S;)Z, (2.3)

where u(v) is a unit vector of the x(y)-direction and ri is the position vector of the
site i. Lattice spacing is taken as a unit length.
ii)For the triangular lattice, we have

(2.4)

where a and b denote unit vectors shown in the Fig.2.2.

The Hamiltonian to consider here is of short range. Thus we assume the Hamil
tonian

Ho - -" J··S·· S'- b'J' J
i<j

with the couplings which satisfy the following condition.

Jo = L IJiillri - rjl2 < 00

J

(2.5)

(2.6)

The present argument is similar to that of Mermin and Wagner[21]. Bogoliubov's
inequality for quantum systems states that

~,8(AAt + AtA}( [[C, H], ct]) > I([C, ADI 2
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•
I+V

•
I+U+V

.
I

. .
I+U

i+o+b

.
1+0

Fig. 2.1: A typical plaquette to define
the chirality operator Q: in the square
lattice.

Fig. 2.2: A typical plaquette to define
the combined chirality operator Qtr in
the triangular lattice.

where {3 = (kBT)-l, H is an hermitian matrix(H = Ht), and C and A are arbi
trary matrices of the same size. The angular brackets denote the following thermal
average:

(B) =Tr[B exp( -,BH)]jTrexp(-{3H) (2.8)

and the square brackets denote a commutator.
One of the keypoints in our argument is to consider the following Hamiltonian

with a super-effective field A[4] conjugate to the chiral order Q:

H = Ho + H' ; H' = -AQ, (2.9)

where Ho is the Heisenberg Hamiltonian(2.5), and Q is the chiral order parameter,
given by QJq(Qtr) in the case of the square lattice(triangular lattice).

We choose C in eq.(2.7) as

C(k) = 2:exp(ik. Tj)· SJ,
J

(2.10)

where k is the wave vector restricted to the first Brillouin zone. Furthermore we
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choose A in eq.(2.7) as

A(k) = -2~ exp(-ik . r·) . e' . S~ . [S1!+ + S1! - S1!+ - SlI ]LJ )) ) ) u )-U) v )-11

)

in the case of the square lattice, and

(2.11)

A(k) = -2~ exp(-ik· rj)SJ . [SJ+a - S;_a + S;+b - SJ-b+SJ-a-b - SJ+a+b]. (2.12)
)

in the case of the triangular lattice. The direct calculation shows that

i[C(k), A(k)] = Q

and

[(C(k), H], C(k)t]

=AQ + 2L Jij(l - cos k· (ri - rj»)(Si Sj + S: S1)
i<j

for any k, where Q is the chira! operator defined previously.
It follows from eq.(2.14) that

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where V is the volume of the system and S2 = S(S + 1) and q =(Q)/V is the
chiral order parameter per site. Substituting eqs.(2.13) 'and (2.14) into Bogoliubov's
inequality(2.7), and using eq.(2.15), we obtain

1 V 2q2

2.B{A(k)A(k)t + A(k)tA(k») > V(IAtjl + 2Jos21k12)

Taking the summation over k's, and taking the limit V ~ 00 , we obtain

(2.17)

where M is some finite constant. It is clear that for finite temperatures qhas to go
to zero as A ~ o..

Thus we have shown that no chiral order exists at finite temperatures in this
system. It is easy to extend the proof to the case in which the y or 'z-component of
Qi,j,k is an order parameter. The present proof is also valid even if the Hamiltonian
has anisotropy in the y-direction.

Appendix A
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Fermioni'c Representation of the Scalar Chiral

Order

The expectation value of the scalar chiral order parameter is given by

We rewrite the scalar chiral order using the fermion operators c and ct.

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

Using the expression (A.3) and the following relations(AA),

{
o'~ = !(O':t + 0'7'"), 2' ,

o'¥ = ~«(I:+- - o'~), 2,' •

we obtain

(
1( - + z + - z - + z (2 3»)4" 0'1 0'20'3 + 0'1 0'30'2 + 0'2 0'3 (II - +-+

- «cllc21c!tC3tcltcIT - CLC31Cl1c21C!tCIT

+cltc2tc~tc3tc11cll - cltc3Tc11c21C~lCll

+clTc2tc~lc31c1Tclt - Cl1C31C1tC2TC~lCl1

~(2 +-+ 3)))

- ({XI2X23X31) - (XI3X32X21})

- Pl123 - Pl132 •
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3

1

23

1r--__~4

2

Fig. A.l: Plaquette(123) and Plaquette(1234)

Here Greek indices stand for spin indices and the summations over the same indices
are assumed. Among the first terms, the terms arising from the summation with
a = "'( and {3 = 6 are cancelled by t~e second terms. Thus the terms arising from the
summation with a = -1 or f3 = -6 remain non-vanishing and therefore we obtain
that

X12X23X34X41 - X14X43X32X21 - clalc4-Olcll3c3,Bcl-Olc20l.C~I3Cll3 (A.9)

+clOlc40lcl-I3C3I3C10lc20lc~l3cl-,8 (A.IO)

+clOlc4-Olcl_pC3I3Cl_Olc20lc~pCl-13 (A.II)

-clOl/c40l,cl,Blc3P'CtOl,c20l'C~_p,cl-P' (A.12)

-clOl,c40l,cl,B,c3,8'C~_0l'C2-a'C~p'Cl,B' (A.I3)

-cla,c40l,clp,c3,8,ct_a'C2-a'C~_,8ICl-I3'(A.14)

Because a«(l) is either {3(f3') or -f3( -{3') , the sum of eq.(A.9) and eq.(A.12) can be
transformed 'as follows:

Eq.(A.9) + Eq.(A.12) - c4-OlCl-OlC3acl_0l(nla(I - n2a»

+ctacI-Olc20lC~_a(1 - n4-Ol)(1 - n3-0l)

-c40l,cl_a,C3-0l,c~0l,(nlOl'(1 - n2a')

-Cla'Cl-a'C20l'C~_0l,(1 - n4a')( 1 - n30l') (A.IS)

- claCI-OlC20lC!-0l{(I- n4-0l)(1- n3-a)

-(1 - n40l)(1 - n30l)}

+C4-0l clOl C30lC~-a {nlOl (1 -. n20l)

-nt-Ol(1 - n2-0l)}' (A.16)

Using the following relations
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we obtain

1
- 2[(1 - n4-a)(1 - n3-a) + (1 - n4a)(1 - n3-a)

- (1 - n4a)(l- n3a) - (1 - n4a)(1 - n3-a)

+ (1 - n4-rQ)(1 - n3-a) + (1 - n4-a)( 1 - n3a)

- (1 - n4a)(1 - n3a) - (1 - n4-a)(1 - n3a)]

- (1 - n3-a) - (1 - n4a) + (1 - n4-a) - (1 - n3a), (A.17)

(A.18)

Eq.(A.9) + Eq.(A.12)

1[ t t {t t· t t }]
- 2 C1aCl-a C2a C2-a C3-a C3-a - C4a C4a + C4-a C4-a - C3a c 3a

1[ t t { t t t t }]+'2 C4-a c 4a C3a c 3-a c2a c 2a - Cl-aCl-a + C1acla - C2-a c2-a

1 t 't t
-. 2[ClaC2aC2-aC3-aC3-aCl-a'" (one of the elements of Pl123 )

-clac4aclac2ac~-acl-a ••. (one of the elements of Pl1(2 )

+clac2ac~-ac4-acl_acl-a ... (one of the elements of Pl124 )

-eIac3aC!aC2aC~_aCl-a ... (one of the elements of Pl132 )

-claC2aC~aC3ac1-aC4-a .•. (one of the elements of Pl(23 )

t tt
-Cl-aC4-aC4aC3aC3-aCl-a •.• (one of the elements of Pl143 )

+eIac3aC!-ac4-aclacla .•. (one of the elements of Pl134 )

+ t t t .
C4aC3aC3-aC2-aC2-aC4-a

... (one of the elements of Pl(32 )]. (A.19)

Where niu =C!uCia and we have used the constraint Lu nia = 1. In the same way
we obtain the following relations:

and

Eq.(A.10) + Eq.(A.13)

_1[t t t t t t- 2' ClaC2aC2-aC3-aC3aCla - claC4ac4-aC2-ac2-aCl-a

t t t t t t
+claC2ac2aC4ac4-aCl-a - Cl_aC3-aC3aC2aC2_aCl-a

t t t t t t
-C4aC2aC2-aC3-aC3aC4a - ClaC4aC4_aC3-aC3_aCl-a

t t t t tt ]
+claC3ac3aC4ac4-aCl-a + c4-aC3-ac3aC2ac2-aCl-a

Eq.(A.11) + Eq.(A.14)
1

= 2[clac2ac~ac3aC~-acl-a - cI-ac4-aclac2ac~-acl-a
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(A.21)

From eq.(A.19), eq.(A.20) and eq.(A.21), we arrive finally at the relation

1
(X12X23X34X41) - (X14X43X32X21) = 2"[Pl123 - Pl132 + Pl124 - Pl142

+Pl134 - Pl143 + Pl432 - Pl423] (A.22)
z

- 4[E123 + E124 + E 134 - E234]. (A.23)

Appendix B

Properties of the Scalar Chiral Order Xijk

The scalar chiral operator X 123 is expressed by

(B.l)

Then the square of X is

- -!..(0'1· (0'2 X 0'3»2
64
1

- 64 {af((1~(1~ - (1~(1X) + (1r«1~(1~ - (1~(1~) + (1:((1~(1X - (1~(1~)}2 (B.2)

Using the following algebra of the Pauli matrices

we obtain

and

((1k) 2 = 1 k = x, y, z,

(1' (11 = ifiik(1k f 123 = 1

«1f«(1~(1; - a~(1X»2 - «(1~(1; - (1~(1~)2

2 1/zz1/ Z1/YZ- - (12(12(13(13 - (12(12(13(13'

- 2 - 2(1~(1~

(1f(1~ ((1~ (1~ - (1~ (1X) ((1~ (1~ - (12 (1~)

- i(1:{(i(1~)( i(1:) - (-i(1D - (-i(1~) + (i(1~)(i(1;)}
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Substituting eq.(B.5) and eq.(B.6) into eq.(B.2), we finally obtain

1
- 64 {6 - 2(0'1 . 0'2 + 0'2 • 0'3 + 0'3 . O'Il}

- 6~ {IS - (at + a2 + aa)2}

_ 15 _ ..!-(5 1 + 52 + 5 3)2
64 16

(B.7)

Next we consider the commutation relation between the chiral order X and the
total spin 5. As {X123 } have the following symmetry property:

we can write [S;, X 123] for j=I,2,3 as follows:

[Sj, X I23] = [S;, S~(52 X 5 3)% + Sr(52 x 53)']

= iSf(52 X 5 3 )% + (-i)Sf(S2 X 53)'

[S~, X 123] = [S2' X 23I ] = iS~(53 X 5d% + (-i)S~JS3 X 5d'
[S~,X123] = [Sj,X312] = is:(51 x 5 2 )% + (-i)S:(S1 x 52)'.

I

Thus some easy calculations show that

From the symmetry of X, we obtain

where 5 = 51 + 52 + 53 is the total spin.

Appendix C

Analytic Results in a System of Four Spins

t t t
Z - 6 exp( -,B( --2» + 5 exp( -,B( - + 1» + 3 exp( -,B( - - 1»
.22

t . 3 )+ exp( -,B( 2- 2» + exp( -,B(-2t ),
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1 0 0 0 t/2 + 1
2 0 0 0 t/2 + 1
3 (1/16}(1 - i) 0 1/8 -t/2
4 0 -1/8 1/8 t/2 - 1
5 (1/16){1 + i) 0 1/8 -t/2
6 (-3/16) 3/16 3/16 t/2 - 2
7 0 0 0 t/2 + 1
8 (1/16)(1 - i) 0 1/8 -t/2
9 -(3/16) 3/16 3/16 -3t/2
10 (1/16)(1 + i) 0 1/8 -t/2
11 0 -1/8 1/8 t/2 - 1
12 0 0 0 t/2 + 1
13 (1/16){1 - i) 0 1/8 -t/2
14 0 -1/8 1/8 t/2 - 1
15 (1/16)(1 + i) 0 1/8 -t/2
16 0 0 0 t/2 + 1

Table C.l: The expectation values of X123X234, X123X341 and X;23 for each eigen
state of 1£.

where 13 = (kBT)-l. From the Table C.l, the expectation values of X 123 )(234 ,

X123X341 and X;23 are given as follows:

3 t 3 t 3t
- 8exp(-f3( -2"» - 16 (exp{-/3{2" - 2» + exp(f32 » (C.2)

3 t 3 t 3t- -8 exp(-,8{2" - 1» + 16 (exp( -,B(2" - 2» + exp{/32»(C.3)

3 t 3 t
- 4exp(-f3( -2"» + 8exp( -,B( 2" - 1»

3 t 3t
+16 (exp(-13(2" - 2» + exp( -,B(-2»). (CA)

It follows from eqs.(C.2), (C.3) and (CA) that

(X123 )(234) -+ 0 as T-+oo
3

(X123X234) -+ -- as T -+ 0
16

(X123 )(341) -+ 0 as T-+oo
3

(X123X341) -+ 16 as T-+O
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and

(X123X234) < 0
(X123X341) > 0

for any T and t.
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